LIKE ALL HEALTH CARE WORKERS, nurses in BC are dedicated advocates for quality patient care and strong public health care.

But did you know that the leadership of the BC Nurses’ Union is putting all this at risk by raiding other health care unions? That means the BCNU is targeting other unions and their members to try and bring them into the BCNU. Raiding hurts health care and the people who depend on it.

Raiding undermines relationships between nurses and the other members of the health care team who work side by side to deliver high quality services. And because BCNU is spending members’ dues on these efforts, fewer resources are available to meet the specialized needs of its nursing membership.

That’s why nurses need to tell the BCNU to STOP raiding.
It’s time BCNU stopped raiding and respected the other unions in health care.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

• Share this information with other nurses. Many nurses don’t know that their union’s activities are having a negative effect on health care and other health care workers.
• If you’re a nurse, contact your BCNU steward and your BCNU leadership directly with your views. Tell them to stop raiding other unionized nurses and health care workers.
• Pledge your support for professionalism and respect with other health care workers at knowanurse.ca